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Abstract 
Given a set P of 2n colored points on a circle 0, a configuration of P is a set V of 
n non-intersecting chords of 0 such that each chord passes through two points in P of the same 
color. Two configurations VI and +& of P are isotopic if we can move, enlarge, or shrink the 
chords in Vi (no two chords may contact each other during the process) so that the resulting 
configuration is identical to wz. We describe linear time algorithms for determining if P has 
a configuration and if P has at least two non-isotopic configurations. 
1. Introduction 
Consider a set P of 2n colored points on a circle 0. A conjguration of P is 
acollectiong= {C1,..., C,} of n non-intersecting chords of 0 such that each chord Ci 
(1 < i < n) passes through two points in P of the same color. Let %?:l and Vz be two 
configurations of P. If we can move, enlarge, or shrink the chords in VI (no two chords 
may contact each other during the process) so that the resulting configuration is 
identical to %Zzfl,, then %I and %$ are isotopic and denoted by %I N ‘cs,. 
Fig. 1 shows an example with 6 points of the same color. The configurations in 
Fig. l(1) and (2) are isotopic. The configuration in Fig. l(3) is isotopic to neither of 
them. 
We are interested in the following problems: 
Existence problem. Does a configuration of P exist? 
Non-isotopic problem. Do non-isotopic configurations of P exist? 
Counting problem. How many non-isotopic configurations of P exist? 
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Fig. 1. A set of points and its configurations. 
In addition to their combinatorial nature, these problems are motivated by a prob- 
lem arisen from computer vision. Consider the projection of a smooth surface object 
on a plane. Its outline L is a closed curve. We want to reconstruct he object from L. 
Since the information is incomplete, we can hope to retrieve only certain “topologi- 
tally invariant properties” of the object. L is divided into positive and negative 
curvature sections, separated by inflection points. The positively (negatively, respec- 
tively) curved sections of L lie on positively (negatively, respectively) curved surfaces of 
the object. The arrangement of curvatures on the object is determined by its flexional 
lines (lines of 0 curvature). Each flexional line passes through two inflection points on 
L. In the context of our problems, the circle 0 corresponds to the outline L. The points 
in P correspond to the inflection points. A chord of 0 passing through two points of 
P corresponds to a flexional line. Non-isotopic configurations of P correspond to 
topologically distinct objects having L as the outline. Some information (such as 
color, texture) might be given so that only certain subsets of the inflection points can 
be connected to each other. This information is captured by the colors of the points in 
P. Thus the three questions considered in this paper are asking: Is there an object with 
the given outline? Are there topologically distinct objects corresponding to the 
outline? How many topologically distinct objects correspond to the outline? (See 
[2,6,7, lo] for a detailed discussion.) 
Determining the three-dimensional geometry of an object from its occluding con- 
tour or classifying an object using the contour has been extensively studied in the 
literature. Here we review some of the more recent work on this topic. The paper by 
Chien and Aggarwal[3] is an excellent example of this genre of research. They discuss 
using the corners and high curvature regions of the contour to determine which object 
in a library of three-dimensional objects generated the contour. Their work contains 
a good discussion of the previous work on the topic. An earlier work similar in 
purpose to our own is that of Lin [a]. He takes advantage of the fact that flat regions 
of the object must have flat contours and curved parts will in general have curved 
contours to determine which object generated the contour. Ulupinar and Nevatia 
[l l] used the symmetries of the contour generated by the symmetries of the object to 
determine the shape of the object from its contour. Williams [12] has studied how to 
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organize the process of reconstructing an object from its occluding contour. Dyer and 
Seals [4] discuss how the shape of a contour can be used to determine the pose from 
which an object is viewed. Zheng and Kishino [13] study how the entire shape of an 
object can be reconstructed using multiple occluding contours. Our work differs from 
the preceding research in that we are extracting topological properties of the object 
rather than geometric properties. The properties that we are extracting from the 
contour are invariant when the object is scaled, rotated, projected, or even distorted as 
long as the image manipulation preserves the regions of positive and negative 
curvature. Thus this work can serve as the basis of extremely robust computer vision 
algorithms. 
The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a simple solution for 
the Counting problem (which automatically solves the Existence and the Non-iso- 
topic problems) for a special case: all points of P have the same color. Section 3 
presents an O(n) algorithm for solving the Existence problem. Section 4 discusses the 
properties of the algorithm for the Existence problem, which are needed for solving 
the Non-isotopic problem. Section 5 presents an O(n) algorithm for the Non-isotopic 
problem. The Counting problem for the general case is left open. 
2. Counting problem for special case 
The set P will be denoted by pr, p2, . . . , p2”, assuming they appear on the circle 0 in 
the clockwise order. We use P[i, j] to denote the set of the points on the arc of 0 from 
pi to pj in the clockwise direction (including pi and pj). P(i, j) denotes the set of the 
points on the open arc of 0 from pi to pj in the clockwise direction (excluding pi and 
pj). A chord CE% passing through two points pi,pj will be represented by an edge 
connecting pi and pj in the interior of 0 and denoted by (pi, pj). The color of an edge 
(pi, pi) is the color of pi. If (pi, pi) E %, we say pi is matched with pj in %‘. Thus %’ can be 
regarded as a collection of n edges. The edges in %? divide the interior of 0 into 
a number of connected regions. We call them the regions of %. 
Our problems are closely related to trees. Let T = (V, E) be a non-rooted tree. In 
this paper, the vertex (edge, respectively) set of T is sometimes denoted by V(T) (E(T), 
respectively). Two trees T, = (VI, E,) and T2 = (I’, , E,) are isomorphic, denoted by 
Tl N T2, if there is a one-to-one correspondence h: VI + V2 such that (u, v) E El if and 
only if (h(u), h(u)) E E2. Let @(n + 1) denote the set of non-isomorphic trees on n + 1 
vertices. Consider a set P of 2n points of the same color. Let r(n) denote the set of 
non-isotopic configurations of P. 
Lemma 1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between r(n) and @(n + 1). 
Proof. We first define a mapping f : r(n) --t @(n + 1). Let V E r(n) be a configuration 
of P. The chords in +J divide the interor of the circle 0 into n + 1 regions. Construct 
a tree T = (V, E) as follows. Each vertex UE I’ corresponds to a region of 0. Two 
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Fig. 2. A configuration and its corresponding tree. 
vertices in V are connected by an edge in E if and only if their corresponding regions 
share a chord in % as their common boundary. (T is the Hasse diagram, see Fig. 2.) 
T will be called the corresponding tree of %. It is easy to show that f is a l-l 
correspondence between @(n + 1) and r(n). 0 
Thus the number of non-isotopic configurations of P is equal to the number of 
non-isomorphic trees on n f 1 vertices. A solution of the tree enumeration problem 
can be found in [S]. 
3. Existence problem 
Consider a set p of 2n colored points. Given a configuration of P, we can construct 
its corresponding tree as in the proof of Lemma 1. The proof of the following lemma is 
identical to the proof of Lemma 1. 
Lemma 1’. Two conjigurations of P are isotopic ifand only iftheir corresponding trees 
are isomorphic. 
We say P is a feasible set if it has a configuration. Two points of P are a neighboring 
pair if they are adjacent on the circle 0 and have the same color. Two points pi and pj 
are a feasible pair if there exists a configuration $Z of P such that (pi, p])~‘iB. 
Lemma 2. If P is a feasible set then: (1) P has at least two neighboring pairs. (2) Any 
neighboring pair of P is a feasible pair. 
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Proof. (1) Let W be a configuration of P and T be its corresponding tree. T has at least 
two leaves, say u and u. Let C, and C, be the two chords in %’ such that their regions 
correspond to u and u, respectively. Then each of C, and C, connects a neighboring 
pair of P. 
(2) Let pi and Pi+ 1 be a neighboring pair of P. Suppose a chord C1 E%? passes 
through pi and pj for some j, and a chord CZ E 59 passes through pi+ 1 and Pk for some k. 
Draw two new chords: C; passes through pi and pi + 1 and CL passes through pj and Pk. 
Then 55” = $7 - {C,, C,} u (C;, C;} is a configuration of P. Hence pi and pi+ I is 
a feasible pair. 0 
Lemma 3. Let P be a set of 2n colored points. 
(1) Let pi,pi+ 1 be any neighboring pair of P and P’ = P - {pi, pi+ 1}. Then P is feasible 
if and only if P’ is feasible. 
(2) Let pa,pb be two points of P and PI be the set of points on the arc P[a, b]. Zf both 
P and PI are feasible, then the set Pz = P - PI is also feasible. 
Proof. (1) Suppose P is feasible. By Lemma 2(2), there is a configuration G!? of P such 
that (pi, Pi+l)E%‘. Then 59’ = 59 - {(pi, pi+l)) 1s a configuration of P’. Conversely, 
suppose P’ is feasible with a configuration 5%“. Then V’ u {(pi, pi+ ,)} is a configuration 
of P. 
(2) Since PI is feasible, it has a neighboring pair, say pi, pi+ ,. Let 
P’ = P - {pi, pi + 1). Since P is feasible, P’ is also feasible by (1). Repeat this argument 
until all points in PI are deleted. Then the remaining set P2 is feasible. 0 
Based on Lemma 3, a configuration of P can be constructed by the following greedy 
algorithm: Find a neighboring pair pi, pi + 1 in P. Delete them from P and add an edge 
(pi, pi+ 1) into %. Repeat this procedure on the remaining points. If we can delete all 
points of P, then P is feasible and V is a configuration of P. On the other hand, if no 
neighboring pair can be found during this process, then P is not feasible. This 
procedure can be easily implemented in O(n) time as follows. 
Algorithm 1. 
1. 5%’ = 8; initialize an empty stack S; 
2. For i = 1 to 2n do: 
If S is not empty and if the color of the top element pj of S and the color of pi are 
the same, 
Then: W= 59 u {(pjy pi)}; Pop(S); 
Else: Push pi on S; 
3. If S is empty, then P is feasible and % is a configuration of P. Otherwise P is not 
feasible. 
Fig. 3 shows an example of Algorithm 1. 
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0 black 
0 red 
0 white 
Fig. 3. An example of Algorithm 1. 
4. Necessary and sufficient condition for being a feasible pair 
In order to solve the Non-isotopic problem, we need to know all feasible pairs 
of P. In this section we discuss the structures of the configuration constructed by 
Algorithm 1, which will be called the canonical configuration of P and denoted by 
CanC. This will lead to a simple necessary and sufficient condition for being a feasible 
pair and an efficient procedure for identifying all feasible pairs. Define two sets of 
points: 
CSodd = { pI E P ( when pt is processed by Algorithm 1, it is pushed on 
empty stack S}. 
CL, = { pt E P ) after pt is processed by Algorithm 1, S becomes empty}. 
For an example, consider the set P shown in Fig. 3. In this case, CSodd = 
{P~,P~,P~,PW} and CL,, = {PS,P~,PH,PZO). 
Define the canonical set of P to be CS = CSodd u CS,,,,. The following facts can be 
easily seen. 
(a) C&dd and CL” contain the same number of points. SUppOSe CS,,dd = 
{Pi,, Pi23 .*- 9 Pk}, where il < i2 <.a.< ik. Suppose CS,,,, = {pi;,pi;, ...7pii}, where 
ii < i; < ... < ii. Then 1 = il < ii < i2 < ii <e..< ik < ii = 2n. 
(b) All points in CS are on the boundary of a region of CunC, which is called the 
canonical region and denoted by CanReg. (In the degenerated case that CS contains 
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only two points, CanReg is the region bounded by the edge (p1,p2J and the arc of the 
circle 0 from pzn to pt.) 
(c) For each s (1 < s d k), i, is odd, ii is even; and (pi,, pii) E CanC. 
(d) Foreachs(2ds<k),i,=i:_,+l. 
Consider the tree T corresponding to CanC. Let the root of T be the vertex 
r corresponding to the canonical region. Let u be a non-root vertex of T and u the 
parent of u. The edge (u, u) of T intersects with an edge (pj, pi,) E CanC (for some j and 
j’). Assign the color Of pj to u. We say u represents pj and pj,. When using this term, we 
will always follow the convention that j < j’. This rooted and colored tree is called the 
canonical tree of P and denoted by CanTree. Define an equivalence relation on the set 
of non-root vertices of CanTree as follows. Given two non-root vertices u1 and u2, let 
L1 and L2 be the path in CanTree from u1 and u2, respectively, to the root r. u1 and u2 
are equivalent if-and only if the length of L1 is equal to the length of L2, and the colors 
of the vertices on L1 (starting at vi) match the colors of the vertices on L2 (starting at 
u2) one by one. Two points pi and pj in P are equivalent if and only if the vertex in 
CanTree representing pi and the vertex in CanTree representing pj are equivalent. 
An equivalent class of P under this relation is called a clique of P. In Fig. 3, P has 6 
cliques; {PI,P~,P~,PU~}, {P~,Ps}, {PI~,P~cI}, {~2,~~,~12,~l~,~16,~17), {PIO,PII}, 
and {~3,~4, PH,PI~~. 
Given two points pi, pj of P, we say pi and pj have the same parity if either both i and 
j are even or both of them are odd. Otherwise we say pi and pj have different parity. 
Lemma 4. Let P be a feasible set. Let ul, v2, . . . , vk be the vertices in CanTree that form 
an equivalent class. Suppose u, (1 $ s < k) represents the points pi, and pj:. Then: 
(1) P has a configuration % containing the edges {(pj,,pj;),(pj,,pj;), . . . ,(pj,,pj;)} such 
that these edges appear on the boundary of a common region of W. 
(2) All pj, (1 < s d k) have the same parity. All pi: (1 < s d k) have the same parity. 
pj, and pii have different parity. 
Proof- Assume (Pj,vPj\), (Pj,,Pj;), ... , (pj,, pj;) appear on the circle 0 in clockwise order 
(renumber them if necessary). 
(1) Let d be the distance from Vi’s to the root of CanTree. If d = 1, CanC is the 
required configuration since the boundary of CanReg contains all these edges. If 
d > 1, we repeat the following transformation of CanC until the required configura- 
tion is found. 
Let L, (1 d s d k) be the path from u, to the root r of CanTree. Let u, be the vertex 
on L, adjacent o r. Let pi, and pi: be the points represented by u, for each 1 S s d k. 
Then the set of the edges Q = {(pil,pi;), (pi23 pi;), . . . , (piky pi;)) belong to CanC 
and they appear on the circle 0 in clockwise direction. Let Q’ = {(pi\, 
Pi*)9 (Pii9Pi3)7 *-. 9 (pi;,pi,)}. Define V’ = CanC - Q u Q’. Then %’ is a configuration of 
P. Let R’ be the region of V’ whose boundary contains the edges in Q’. Let T’ be the 
corresponding tree of %?I. Root T’ at the vertex r’ corresponding to R’. The distance 
from ui’s to r’ in T’ is d - 1. Thus after performing this transformation d - 1 times, we 
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get a configuration 9? of P such that the distance from Di’s to the root of the 
corresponding tree of g is one. Then %7 is the required configuration. 
(2) Let V be the configuration in (1). For any s, since (pj,, pj:) E %, the set P[j,,ji] is 
feasible. Hence 1 P(j,,j:)l is even and pj. and pj: have different parity. 
Consider the set P(j;, j,). Every point in this set is matched with another point in 
this set in %. Hence P(j;,j,) is feasible. Thus IP(j,,j,)l = IP(j,,j\)l + l{pi;}l 
+ I P(j;, j,)l = even + 1 + even = odd. Therefore pj, and pj, have the same parity. 
Repeating this argument, we can show that all pj, have the same parity. Similarly, all 
pj: have the same parity. 0 
Remark. By a moment’s reflection, it can be seen that the configuration %? in 
Lemma 4(l) can also be constructed as follows: Perform Algorithm 1 on P, starting at 
the vertex pj,, and process the 2n points in clockwise direction. 
Theorem 5. Let P be a feasible set. Then two points pi, pj E P is a feasible pair ifand only 
if they are in the same clique of P and have difirent parity. 
Proof. “If”: Suppose pi and pi are in the same clique of P and have different parity. 
Without loss of generality, assume i < j. Let {vl, v2, . . . , vk} be the equivalent class in 
CanTree containing the vertices representing pi and pj. Suppose vI (1 < 1 Q k) repres- 
ents pi, and pi;. In particular assume vi, and vit (for some 1 < s, t < k) represent pi and 
pj, respectively. Since pi and pj have different parity and all pi, have the same parity 
(Lemma 4(2)), we may assume pi = pi, and pj = pii. (The proof of another case is 
similar.) 
By Lemma 4(l), there exists a configuration ‘$ of P such that the set of the edges 
Q = {(Pi,,Pi;),(Pi,,Pi;), ...y (p ,,pi;)} appear on the boundary of a region R of %?. 
Define %’ = %’ - {(pi,,p;k), . . . , (Pi,~Pi~l>” {(Pi:,Pi,+,),(Pi;+,,Pi,+,),...,(Pil_,,Pi,),(Pi;,Pi,)}. 
Since all edges in Q are on the boundary of R, the edges newly introduced into %?’ do 
not intersect any existing edges of V. Hence %’ is a configuration of P with (pi,pj) = 
(pi,,pi;) E%?‘. SO pi and pj is a feasible pair. (Fig. 4 shows an example of this construc- 
tion with k = 4, s = 1 and t = 3. In this figure, only the edges on the boundary of R are 
shown. The edges (p,, pb),(pc,pd) are on the boundary of R, but their colors are 
different from the color of pi.) 
“Only if”: Suppose pi and pj is a feasible pair. Without loss of generality, assume 
i < j. Since pi,Pj is a feasible pair, P[i, j] is a feasible set. So JP(i, j)l is even and i and 
j have different parity. 
Consider the canonical configuration CanC and its corresponding tree. Let v1 and 
a1 be the vertices in CanTree representing piand pj, respectively. Let L (N, respectively) 
be the path in CanTree from vi (ui, respectively) to the root r of CanTree. Suppose 
( v1,v2, .. . , v,, r} are the vertices of L and {ui, u2, . . . , t&r} are the vertices of N. For 
each I(1 < 1 d a), let pi, and pi; be the points represented by vl. For each m (1 < m < b), 
let pj, and ,Ujk be the points represented by U, (see Fig. 5). We assume pi = pi; and 
pj = pj,. (The proof of another case is similar.) 
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(1) c (2) C’ 
Fig. 4. Construction of a new configuration. 
- edges in CanC - edges in C’ 
Fig. 5. The proof of Theorem 5. 
Define A = { pi;,pi;, . . . ,Pib} and B = { pjl, pj,, . . . ,pj,}. Let P’ = A u B. P’ is ob- 
tained from P[i, j] by deleting the sections P(i;, ii), P(i;, ij), . . . , P(ib_ 1, ib), P(ib, j,), 
P(jb,jb-I), ... 3 P(j,, j,). In the canonical configuration CanC, the points in each of 
these sections are matched with the points in the same section. Hence each of these 
sections is feasible. Thus P’ is a feasible set by Lemma 3(2). Let W’ be a configuration 
of P’. 
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Claim. No two points in B are matched by an edge in W. 
To prove this, consider the operation of Algorithm 1. When pjb is processed, it is 
pushed on an empty stack S. When the points in P(j,, j,_ i) are processed, they are 
pushed on or popped from S. When pj,_, is processed, it is pushed on S and S contains 
two points: Pj, and pj,_,. In general, after pj, is processed, S contains points 
Pj,, Pj,-,9 .-* 9 Pj,. Now it is clear that if (Pi,, pj,) (for some s and t) were an edge in %?‘, it
would have been an edge in CanC. Since this is not the case, the claim must be true. 
Similarly we can show that no two points in A are matched by an edge in %?I. Thus 
the points in B must be matched with the points in A in %‘. This implies a = b and pj, 
is matched to Pii for each 1 < s < a. Therefore the vertices u, and U, (for each 
1 < s < a) in CanTree have the same color. So u1 and u1 are equivalent. Hence pi = pi; 
and pi = pj, are in the same clique. 0 
The following algorithm finds all cliques of P. It can be easily implemented in O(n) 
time. 
Algorithm 2. 
1. Construct the canonical configuration CanC of P by calling Algorithm 1. 
2. Construct the canonical tree CanTree of P. 
3. Process the vertices of CanTree level by level, starting at the root, as follows. 
Given two vertices Ui and Uj on the same level, if Di and uj have the same color, 
and their parents are equivalent, then mark Ui and Uj equivalent. 
4. Construct the cliques of P according to the equivalent classes of CanTree found 
in 3. 
5. Non-isotopic problem 
In this section, we assume the given set P is feasible. Our algorithm for solving the 
Non-isotopic problem is based on the following theorem. 
Theorem 6. Let P be a feasible set. If one of the following two conditions holds, then 
P has at least two non-isotopic configurations. 
(1) P has a clique containing at least 6 points. 
(2) P has two cliques each containing 4 points. 
The following algorithm solves the Non-isotopic problem. 
Algorithm 3. 
1. Construct cliques of P by calling Algorithm 2. 
2. If one of the two conditions in Theorem 6 is true, output “there are at least two 
non-isotopic configurations”. 
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3. If both conditions in Theorem 6 are false, there are two possibilities: 
(3.1) No clique of P contains more than 2 points. Then each point of P can be 
matched to one point only. So output “P has only one configuration”. 
(3.2) One clique of P contains four points pi, pi’,pj,pj, and all other cliques of 
P contain two points. Then each point of P other than pi,pi,,pj,pj, can be 
matched to one point only. So P has exactly two configurations: one 
contains {(Pi, Pi’), (Pj, Pj’)) and another contains {(pi,pj,),(pi,,pj)}. Con- 
struct these two configurations and their corresponding trees r, and T2. 
Test if Tl and T2 are isomorphic. If T, ‘v T,, output “there is only one 
non-isotopic configuration”. Otherwise output “there are two non-isotopic 
configurations”. 
The correctness of Algorithm 3 follows from Theorem 6. Since both Algorithm 
2 and tree isomorphism testing take linear time (see [l, 91 for example), Algorithm 
3 takes O(n) time. The rest of this section proves Theorem 6. 
Let T = (V, E) be a tree and e E E. Deleting e from Twill result in two subtrees of T. 
Let n, and n2 be the numbers of vertices in two subtrees. Define Type(e) = [nl,n2] 
(the order of n, and n2 is arbitrary). The edge type set of T, denoted by ETS(T), 
is the set { Type( eE E}. If two trees Tl and T, are isomorphic, clearly 
ETS(T,) = ETS(T,). (The reverse of this statement is false.) The first statement of 
Theorem 6 is implied by the following lemma. 
Lemma 7. If P has a clique containing at least 6 points, then P has at least two 
non-isotopic conjigurations. 
Proof. Suppose a clique contains 6 points pi,pi’,pj,pj,,pk,pk’. By Lemma 4(l), there 
exists a configuration V of P containing {(pi, pi’), (pj,pj,), (pk, pk,)3 such that they 
appear on the boundary of a common region R of %?. The following sets are also 
configurations of P (see Fig. 6): 
Let T, T,, T2, T3 be the trees corresponding to g,%1,%?2r%?83r respectively. Root Tat 
the vertex r corresponding to the region R. Let Fr, F3, F5 be the subtrees of T whose 
vertices represent he points on the open arcs P(i, i’), P(j,j’), P(k, k’), respectively. Let 
rr, r3, rs be the root of Fi, FJ, F5, respectively. rl, r3, r5 are connected to r by three 
edges e“, eb, ec (see Fig. 6( 1)). Let F2 be the subtree of T whose vertex set consists of 
r and the vertices representing the points on the open arc P(i’,j). Let F4 and F6 be the 
subtrees of T, similarly defined as F2, with respect to the points on the open arcs 
P(j’, k) and P(k’, i), respectively (see Fig. 6( 1)). Let nl, . _. , n6 be the number of vertices 
in F,, . . . , F6, respectively. We have n, b 1 for f = 1, . . . ,6. Note that F, (1 < t < 6) are 
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(3) c2 (4) c3 
Fig. 6. The proof of Lemma 7. 
also subtrees of T,, T2, T3. (T,, T2, T3 are different from T only in the ways F,‘s are 
connected. For example, F,‘s are connected in T, by three edges e;, ei, e; as shown in 
Fig. 6(2).) 
We will show at least two of %?, VI, %$, %‘3 are non-isotopic. Toward a contradiction, 
suppose all of them are isotopic. This implies T N T, 2: T2 1: T3. 
Since TN T,,ETS(T) = ETS(T,). For each edge erzE(T) - {ea,eb,ec>, it is in 
F, for some 1 d t 6 6. Let e, be the edge in T, corresponding to e (i.e. el is the 
edge in the subtree F, in T, at the position of e). Then e, EE(T,) - (e~,e~,e~} 
and Type(e) = Type(el). Thus the assumption ETS(T) = ETS(T,) implies 
{Type(P), Type(e*), Type(e’)} = { Type(e’;), Type(et), Type(e$)). From Fig. 6(l) and 
(2), it is clear: 
TwW) = Cnl,h + n3 + n4 + n5 + n6 - 2)], 
Type(e*) = Cn3,(nl + nz + n4 + n5 + n6 - 2)], 
TyMe’) = Cn,,(n, + n2 + n3 + n4 + n6 - 2)], 
TwM) = [(nl + n5 + n6 - I),@, + n3 + n4 - l)], 
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Op44) = Cn3,h + n2 + n4 + n5 + n6 - 211, 
~w44) = Ckh + n2 + a3 + n4 + n5 - 211, 
Since 7’ype(e*) = Type(et), one of the following two conditions must be true: 
Type(e”) = Type(e”,) and Type(e’) = Type(et), (1) 
Type(e”) = 7’ype(ei) and Type(e”) = Type(e”,). (2) 
Case A: Assume (1) is true. The condition Type(e”) = Type(e7) implies either: 
n, = n, + n5 + n6 - 1 and 
n2 + n3 + n4 + n5 + n6 - 2 = n2 + n3 + n4 - 1 (3) 
or 
n, = n2 + n3 + n4 - 1 and 
n2 + n3 + n4 + n5 + n6 - 2 = n1 + n5 + n6 - 1. (4) 
However, (3) implies n5 + n6 - 1 = 0. This is impossible since both n5 and n6 are at 
least 1. Thus (4) must be true. Similarly, from Type(e’) = Type(e;) we must have 
n5 = n6. (5) 
From the assumption TN T,, we can similarly conclude that one of the following is 
true: 
n3 = n, + n2 + n6 - 1 and n5 = n4, (6) 
n3 = n4, and n5 = nl + n, + n6 - 1. (7) 
However, conditions (7) and (5) imply n, + n2 - 1 = 0, which is impossible. Condi- 
tions (6) and (4) imply n, = n2 + n3 + n4 - 1 = n2 + (nl + n2 + n6 - 1) + n4 - 1. 
This implies 2n2 + n4 + n6 - 2 = 0, which is impossible. Since we get a contradiction 
in any case, T, T, and T2 cannot be all isomorphic. So %?:, %Z1 and V2 cannot be all 
isotopic either. 
Case B: Assume (2) is true. By a similar argument, we can show $9, %I, g3 cannot be 
all isotopic. 0 
Now suppose P has no cliques containing more than 4 points, but has two cliques 
K1 = {pi,piS,pk,pk,) and K2 = {pj,pj,,pl,pl,}. There are two cases to consider. 
Case I: K, and K2 are not interleaved. Namely pi,pi’,pk,pk’,pj,pj’,pI,pI’ appear On 
the circle 0 in clockwise direction. 
Case II: K1 and K2 are interleaved. Namely pi, pi,, pj, pi,, pk, pk,, pI, pl. appear on the 
circle 0 in clockwise direction. 
The following lemma shows P has at least two non-isotopic configurations in 
Case I. 
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Fig. 7. The proof of Lemma 8. 
Lemma 8. If P has two cliques each containing 4 points and their order on the circle 0 is 
as in Case I, then P has at least two non-isotopic configurations. 
Proof. By Lemma 4(l), P has a configuration V’ containing both (pi,pi,) and (pk,pk,) 
such that they appear on the boundary of a common region of %“. The restriction, 
denoted by %‘ik*, of%?’ on the set P[i, k’] is a configuration of P[i, k’]. Similarly, P has 
a configuration W2 containing both (pj,pj,) and (pl,pl,) such that they appear on the 
boundary of a common region of V2. The restriction, denoted by Wjr,, of %Z2 on the set 
P[j, 1’1 is a configuration of P[j, 1’1. The set P’ = P - P[i, j’] - P[k, 1’1 is feasible by 
Lemma 3(2). Let W be a configuration of P’. Then V = %ik, u %?jl, u V’ is a configura- 
tion of P. From %? we can obtain three other configurations 9?,, W2, q3 of P as shown in 
Fig. 7. By using a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 7, we can show that at 
least two of them are non-isotopic. 0 
The following two lemmas how that P has at least two non-isotopic configurations 
in Case II, and hence complete the proof of Theorem 6. 
Lemma 9. If P has two cliques K1 = (pi,pi,,pk,pk’} and K2 = (pjypj,,plypl,} such that 
their order on the circle 0 is as in Case II, then P has a configuration ‘3 with the following 
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- edges in c - edges in cI 
Fig. 8. The proof of Lemma 9. 
property: There is a region R of % such that the boundary of R contains two edges of the 
same color and two other edges of another color and these four edges are interleaved on 
the circle 0. 
Proof. By Lemma 4(l), P has a configuration 59 such that (pi,pi,) and (pk, pk,) are on 
the boundary of a region R of %‘. (By the remark after Lemma 4, V can be obtained by 
running Algorithm 1 on P starting at pi.) We show that the boundary of R must 
contain another two edges of the same color. 
If the edges (pj, pj*) and (pl,pl,) are also on the boundary of R, then we are done. So 
assume they are not. This implies there are two edges (pS,p,,) and (p,,p,,) on the 
boundary of R such that pi, pj, are in the open arc P(s, s’) and pz, pI, are in the open arc 
P(t, t’) (see Fig. 8). 
We show that the points pS,pS,,pt,pt, must have have the same color and this will 
complete the proof. Let I’si = (psi, pS,, . . . , pS,} be the set of points on the open arc 
P&j) such that the set Pj,s, = {p,;,p,;, . . . , p,;} of their matching points in %’ are on 
the open arc P(j’, s’). Let P,! = (pf,,pfZ, . . . , p,,> be the set of points on the open arc 
P(t, 1) such that the set P[,,, = {pt;,pt;, . . . , ptb} of their matching points in G.$ are on the 
open arc P(l’, t’). 
Since pj, and pz form a feasible pair, the set P[j’, l] is feasible. Let PI = {pj,,p,L, 
Psi-,, ... > Ps;,Ps*,Pt,Pt,,*.*, pt,, pl}. PI is obtained from P[ j’, l] by deleting a number of 
contiguous sections of points where each section is feasible. Therefore PI is a feasible 
set by Lemma 3(2). Let %?I be a configuration of PI. 
We claim no two points in Pj’s’ can be matched by an edge in %,. Suppose not, say 
(p,:, p,;) E%, for some u and v. By using an argument similar to the proof of 
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Theorem 5 (and the remark on the construction of %? made at the beginning of this 
proof), we can show (p,,, ps,) must be an edge in V. Since this is not the case, the claim 
is true. 
Similarly no two points in Ptl can be matched by an edge in gi. Hence the points in 
Pj,s, must be matched with the points in Pll in %‘i. In particular pS, must be matched 
with pt in %‘i, and hence they must have the same color as to be shown. 0 
Lemma 10. Suppose P has a conjiguration % with the following property: There is 
a region R of % such that the boundary of R contains two edges (pi,pi,),(pk,pk*) of the 
same color and another two edges (pj,pj,),(pt,pt,) of another color, and pi,pi,,pjypj,, 
pk,pk,,p,,pr appear on the circle 0 in the clockwise order. Then P has at least two 
non-isotopic configurations. 
Proof. From %?, we can get two other configurations of P (see Fig. 9). 
Let T, T,, T, be the trees corresponding to %?, Vi, &, respectively. Root T at the 
vertex r corresponding to the region R. Let F,, F3, F,, F,, be the subtrees of T whose 
vertices represent he points on the open arcs P(i, i’), P(j,j’), P(k, k’), P(1, l’), respec- 
tively. Let rl, r3, r5, r7 be the root of F1, F3, F5, F,, respectively. They are connected to 
r by four edges e’, e*, ec, e* (see Fig. 9(l)). Let F, be the subtree of T whose vertex set 
consists of r and the vertices representing the points on the open arc P(i’,j). Let 
F4, Fe, FB be the subtrees of T, defined similarly as T,, with respect o the points on the 
open arcs P(j’, k), P(k’, I), P(l’, i), respectively (see Fig. 9(l)). Let n, (1 Q t < 8) be the 
number of vertices in Ft. We have n, 2 1 for t = 1, . . . ,8. Note that F, (1 < t < 8) are 
also subtrees of T, and T, . ( TI and T, are different from T only in the ways F,‘s are 
connected. For example, Ft’s are connected in T, by four edges ey, eb,, ei, ef as shown 
in Fig. 9(2).) 
We show that at least two of %:,%Zi and %‘z are non-isotopic. Toward a contradic- 
tion, suppose they are. Then TN TI ‘v T, and ETS(T) = ETS(T,) = ETS(T,). For 
each edge e E E(T) - { e“, e*, ec, e*}, there is a corresponding edge el EE(T,) - {eq, et, 
e;,e?} such that Type(e) = Type(el) (see Fig. 9(l) and (2)). Hence {Type(e”), 
Type(e*), Type(e’), Type( = (Type(e”l), Type(eb,), Type(e$), Type@!)}. From Fig. 9(l) 
and (2), it is clear: 
Type(e”) = Cnr,(nl + n3 + n4 + n5 + n6 + n7 + ns - 3)], 
Type(e*) = [n3,(nI + n2 + n4 + n5 + n6 + n7 + n, - 3)], 
Type(e’) = [n5,(nI + n2 + n3 + n4 + n6 + n7 + n, - 3)], 
Type(e*) = [n%(nl + n2 + n3 + n4 + n5 + n6 + n8 - 3)], 
Type(4) = [(nz + n3 + n4 - l), (nl + n5 + n6 + n7 + n, - 2)], 
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Fig. 9. The proof of Lemma 10. 
Type(d) = [n3,(nl + n2 + n4 + n5 + n6 + n7 + n8 - $1, 
Type&) = [(n6 + n7 + n8 - l), (nl + n2 + n3 + n4 + n5 - 2)], 
Type(edl) = [n7,(nl + n2 + 123 + n4 + ti5 + n6 + n8 - 3)]. 
Since Type(eb) = Type(eb,) and Type(ed) = Type(ed,), we must have (Type(e”), 
Type(e’)} = {Type(e:), Type(e;)}. We assume Type(e”) = Type(e7) and Type(e’) = 
Type(e\) since the proof of another case is similar. This implies (the other case is 
impossible): 
nl = n2 + n3 + n4 - 1 and n5 = n6 + n7 + n8 - 1. (8) 
From the assumption ETS( T) = EZS( T,), we can similarly conclude that one of the 
following two conditions must be true: 
n3 = n, + n2 + n8 - 1 and n7 = n4 + n5 + n6 - 1, (9) 
n3 = n4 + n5 + n6 - 1 and n7 = nl + n2 + ns - 1. (10) 
If conditions (8) and (9) are true, adding the four equations together will result in 
2(n2 + n4 + n6 + ng) - 4 = 0. This is impossible. If conditions (8) and (10) are true, 
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a similar contradiction will be derived. Since we get a contradiction in either case, T, 
T,, and T2 cannot be all isomorphic. Hence 59, VI, and W2 cannot be all isotopic 
either. q 
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